
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SYMPATHY

Sympathy by Paul Laurence Dunbar: Summary and Analysis. Paul Laurence Dunbar through this lyric poem highlight
the suffering of the oppressed by prejudice.

Considering that Paul Laurence Dunbar was an African-American poet writing at the end of the nineteenth and
beginning of the twentieth centuries "Sympathy" was published in his collection Lyrics of the Hearthside , it's
quite likely that this poor bird's oppression represents the oppression of all African-Americans during this
period. But finally she gets the spirit again to move on without her beloved one. But why, we might ask, is
Paul Laurence Dunbar bothering to write a poem about a bird stuck in a cage? The bird wants to breathe the
fresh air of the jungle and wants to bathe in the cooling water of the stream. The speaker spends all of her days
in this place completely alone. But even knowing their fate, they continue trying. He brings the parallel to a
close by describing how the normally enjoyable sounds of the first bird whistling in the morning and the first
flower bud opening to let loose its sweet scent are to one trapped inside not so much enjoyable, but a part of
the experience of losing freedom. We all know about racism, that horrible system that discriminates against
people based on the color of their skin. It is so clear that sigh is a sound of sighing. Auditory imagery in the
poem is sigh. Despair means that a feeling of hopeless of a human. And weep is a motion of a thing which
drops or dripping something wet, such us a blood, tears, and water. The word lying is a verb, and just a life
creature that can do it. In this sentence we can imagine that the leaves are lying on the ground. And want to
show how she missing him. It is like her vision miraculously cleared and she can see and understand what is
happening outside of her tower. Update this section! Winter is not a human or a real creature that can pour
something and can sheds something. With the new spirit in her and her new hope. But all alone As one within
a moated tower I lived. Wind is not a human or a life creature. The winter support the situation, when her
broken-hearted winter is coming and snow was fall down. We can hear a sound of sigh and how the sound is
like. It flaps its wings and sings because it's, well, miserable. As a poet, Dunbar was praised as the Poet
Laureate of the black race, but at the same time he was criticized for being too pro-white within his writings.
The poem doesn't mention the word "race" or "racism" once, but through its description of the caged bird, we
learn exactly what it felt like for people like African-Americans who were denied basic freedoms in society.
The examples of kinesthetic imagery from this poem are pours, gilds, and weep. Throughout the poem, the
poet is comparing himself and the African American with the caged bird who is deprived of all the natural and
fundamental rights. The bird's "old, old scars" suggests that the bird has done this many times before, wanting
terribly to get out. And there is a changing season from autumn until winter. Herbert attributes a human
gesture to time and shrewdness to flowers. Personification Emily not only used many metaphor words but also
used many personification words. Dunbar was an intelligent man who wrote in both common English and
black dialect. This poem, "Sympathy", is an example of Dunbar's literary poems. The sunshine are rise to gilds
the morning and make the morning have the same color with the things that gilds by human. The bird in this
poem flaps its wings and sings, but not because it's happy. And if there is no happiness the journey will not did
happily. The other word is sigh. The bird has still the hope of rays even though it is the slightest. You see, this
is a poem that's about more than a caged bird. Gilds are a verb, and verb is a word to describe what people do.
The feeling of suffocation is increased when the bird tries to fly but unfortunately is wounded by the bars of
the cage. Gilds are a kinesthetic imagery too. Just like a human, when they lose one important part and finally
they are fall and desperate also the may be die. These are the human activity.


